HEATHEN RADIO
BAN D - INFO
The DAYCARE SWINDLERS are a 5-piece punk
band from the Washington, D.C. area that formed in
the mid-1990s. Rooted firmly in a classic DC hardcore background, their music reflects rockabilly, streetpunk, surf and even a teensy-tiny bit of ska. After
three prior releases on Vile Beat / Beatville
Records, "Heathen Radio" is the bands' fastest,
most assailing album to date. Go-Kart Records was
fortunate enough to trick them into a multi-album
contract after a recent tour with Leftöver Crack, but
they've also shared the stage with dozens of awesome bands including the Supersuckers, the Mighty
Mighty Bosstones, The Unseen, Two Man
Advantage, River City Rebels, Down by Law,
Violent Society, the Pietasters, MDC, Toxic
Narcotic, Spider Stacy (of the Pogues), and a
whole lot more. Be warned… they'll be invading your
town soon!
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"Incorporatin
g influences
such as the
Clash, Moto
rhead, and
abrasive pun
like Poison Id
k
ea and Black
Flag, DAYCARE SWIN
DLERS eme
rge very close
to the head o
f the pack of
modern punk
bands."
- Splendid
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There's a lot we could say about the DAYCARE
SWINDLERS and their new album "Heathen Radio,"
but we here at Go-Kart are so incredibly underpaid
that we've decided to let the reviewers do our work
for us:
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punk music.

"The DAYCARE SWINDLERS are
about getting
out there, giving it their all, and
just kicking the
shit out of the listener with potent
pop-punk that is
always razor sharp and hard to che
w on."
- inmusicwetrust.com
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The Circle Jerks." - Ink
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